THE MEDTECH STRATEGIC ROADMAP AT A GLANCE
CLEAR AMBITIONS

- Generate Economic Activity for Wallonia
- Create Jobs in Wallonia
- Help to Improve Public Health in Wallonia
- Promote the Walloon Medtech Sector Abroad

Potential Belgian Medtech Market (2027): 4.26€ Billion
A TARGETED STRATEGY

IN RESPONSE TO 5 MAJOR SOCIETAL TRENDS, FOLLOWING A LOGIC OF "RESOURCE-EFFECTIVENESS"

ON 5 PRIORITY DISEASES, DUE TO THEIR PREVALENCE

- Respiratory diseases
- Cancer
- Heart diseases
- Diabetes
- Degenerative brain diseases

IN SEGMENTS WHERE A CRITICAL MASS OF KEY PLAYERS IS JUSTIFIED

- Affordable health for all
- Ageing population
- Lack of healthcare workforce
- Interconnected health communities
- From care to prevention to well-being
5 STRATEGIC FOCUSES SUBJECT TO KPIS

- Set-up a genuine ‘one-stop shop’ for Medtech companies and players, from ideation to accelerating access to the market
- Structure the Walloon Medtech ecosystem and strengthen links in its value chain
- Facilitate collaboration between the Medtech sector and healthcare to develop and accelerate innovation
- Support access to targeted funding at all stages of development
- Develop and train industry talent
- Accelerator: Working collaboratively to develop the conditions for success at other levels of authority

A pragmatic budget over 5 years
11.17€ million